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Abstract
This article, through comparison, analyzes evolutions in architecture and school concepts and the relation
between them in classic and modern periods in Iran, and by relying on persistent traditional Islamic schools
architectural design patterns, provides an atmosphere, conforming to physical and spiritual needs in schools. The
research method used in this article is descriptive-analytical and is conducted through library study in order to
get familiarized with persistent social components in these schools, to use in new schools. In this research, after
evaluating traditional schools, some factors, such as flexibility, central courtyard and the presence of natural
elements in there, annular formation of classrooms and appropriate atmosphere for discussions and the
transformation process of the interior and exterior relations are introduced which we can use in designing new
schools, in order to fully improve the quality of the atmosphere in modern schools.
Keywords: educational spaces, traditional schools, contemporary schools, schools environment, Islamic
architecture, Iranian architecture
1. Introduction
One of the important needs of any society is education. Education, due to playing a greatly important role in
mankind’s evolution, is of great importance. One type of important educational environments are the schools;
schools are an important part of any neighborhood, the people using which are usually the local residents. The
flexible design of schools, based on the knowledge of local advantages and disadvantages, through the local
residents’ help and cooperation, can gradually have a significant impact on the quality of their lives and finally,
increase their fixation on their own neighborhood (Pilloton, 2010).
The importance of designing educational environments for improving the learning and education quality is
known to everyone nowadays. Many researchers have studied the importance of designing educational
environments in education, children’s learning, and their growth, in the past years (Thoring, Desmet, &
Badke-Schaub, 2018; K. Fischer et al., 2019; B. Hodson & A. Sander, 2017; Rivas, Querol, Wright, & Sunyer,
2018; Henriksen & Stambulova, 2017; Manahasa, Özsoy, & Manahasa, 2021; Francis Norwood, Lakhani, &
Kendall, 2021). Understanding how a learning environment, functions effectively, is very necessary for
designing an architectural environment. Effective learning environment is an environment, which aside from
other effective components in educating children, such as curriculum, teachers and etc. has an important effect in
educating children. Although the physical environment of schools is only one of the effective components in
learning, it is considered the most important component in an active learning environment (De Gregori, 2007).
Among recent researches in the field of designing educational environments, Nair and Fielding’s work, in which
they propose patterns for designing educational environments, can be mentioned. In the proposed patterns in this
book, the necessity of correlation between interior and exterior, and the importance of interior and exterior views
have been emphasized as two important factors in designing educational environments. Living beings are created
in a way that naturally needs to have a relation with the outside world and this need is especially seen in younger
ages. Therefore, every possibility of having a relationship between the outside and inside world should be used.
They also talk about the importance of interior and exterior views in schools: Due to the fact, that most of the
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learning process happens at schools in limited environments, it is essential to broaden the students’ perspectives,
creating visible lines to outside of the classrooms as much as possible (Nair & Fielding, 2013).
Some of the documents of this research originate from historical descriptive texts from orientalists and historians.
From this time, Chardin (1971) and Kaempfer (1977) are more well-known. On the other hand, texts from
Iranian and non-Iranian experts on Iranian schools architecture in the Islamic era are available; among them are:
evaluation of schools and their architecture in Islamic lands (Hillenbrand, 2004), Iranian Islamic architecture
(Pirnia, 2006), The Timurid Architecture of Iran and Turan (Golombek & Wilber, 1907), Timurid architecture in
khurasan (O'kane, 1987) and History of schools in Iran and the History of schools in Iran since ancient times to
the foundation of Dar ul-Funun (Sultanzadeh, 2006).
Based on the aforementioned sources, the historical process of the architectural transformation of schools in Iran,
like other architectural functions, can be divided to two main eras: 1. The era of traditional architecture until
Qajar dynasty (820-1925) and 2. The era of modern architecture since the end of Qajar until today (1925-2021)
(Ghaffari, 1998).
In the first era, environments have mutual identities and desirable quality and persistent values (Ghaffari, 1998),
most of them had environments, which apart from seminary students, everyone could use and therefore, the
coherence between these two parts of the society would be strengthened. The existence of such an environment
shows us the connection between the school and the city and its placement, shows the quality of this connection
(Pirnia, 2006). But in the modern era, by distancing from old architectural values, we have seen a faceless,
imitating kind of architecture, which originates from impetuosity, functionalism with no correlation with
traditions and Iranian social believes (Ghaffari, 1998).
Therefore, while traditional schools were considered elements of identity and culture of cities by their own
individual features and in addition to unity in principles and environmental reform, had significant variety and
were constructed according to their own special local circumstances, the dominant pattern in modern schools,
without paying attention to functional educational possibilities such as open space, by emphasizing on
entertainment and pleasure, as small environments, conforms to patterns of residential landscaping and covered
with asphalt, with some limited elements and equipment of games and physical activities (Tahersima, Irani
Behbahani, & Bazrafkan, 2015). Thus, this research, in order to increase the quality of designing educational
environments, by relying on persistent patterns of traditional Islamic school designs, wants to provide
environments, which meet physical and spiritual needs of students in schools.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Iran Traditional Schools
After becoming an Islamic government, mosques were one of the first educational environments, where science
and Islamic laws were taught (Pasandideh, 2006). Before today’s definition of schools, in addition to educational,
religious functions, most of the times political-social roles and functions and occasionally conflicts and religious
or political animosities and social conflicts happened in schools (Sultanzadeh, 2006).
From the beginning of the fourth and during the fifth century, there have been transformations in Iran’s education
system. Mosques buildings distanced from their simple forms and classrooms and rooms for students’ residence
were built in them. Since then until the construction of independent schools, education took place in mosques for
years and schools were located inside mosques.
Using mosques as an educational environment was not only due to the nature of religion, but also mosques’
serious role as the mainstay of Islamic cities was also important in benefitting from them education-wise.
Generally, mosques in the first centuries of Islam were the meeting point of social activities and relations and
had three general duties. First, the place for individual or collective worship. Second, mosques were educational
environments. Third, mosques were the center of political and social activities. Therefore, mosques were the
mainstay of cities. But among this mass of different activities, what was the most emphasized and recommended,
was the educational aspect of mosques (SamiAzar, 1997).
In the history of Islam, the correlation between two centers of worship and knowledge, mosques, and schools,
has existed in different forms, which from both scientific and spiritual and later, architectural points of view is a
topic to be discussed. Mosques being a social and religious base and persistence of religious teaching tradition in
mosques and as a result of their mutual functional and cultural aspect with schools, have led to the placement of
religious schools, after receiving the necessary identity, next to mosques. Constructing schools next to mosques
was only possible if there was an empty space or an expendable building or complex next to the mosque or both
the mosque and the school were constructed at the same time; otherwise school would be built with some
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distance from the mossque and con
nnected to thee mosque thro
ough different means of coonnection, esspecially a
bazaar (S
Sultanzadeh, 2006).
2
Mergin
ng these two fu
functions and constructing them
t
in the foorm of one bu
uilding led
to architeects imperativeely make chan
nges in some cconventional and persistentt architecturall patterns, by combining
c
different functions of two structurees, sometimess mutual, which in its ow
wn way was a type of inno
ovation in
designingg environmentts and environ
nmental combiinations (Gho
obadian, 2013)).

Figure 1. Agha Bozorg
g Mosque and School in Kaashan, Isfahan, Qajar era (18848-1895)
(Combiniing the functiions of schoo
ol with anothher important function in cities
c
and trannsforming thee school’s
environm
ment to a city square
s
for peo
ople to gather iin order to ach
hieve social goals)
Graduallyy, with religioous sciences progressing annd evolving, an
nd the educatiion process beecoming long
ger and the
necessityy of residencee for seminary
y students, thhe requiremen
nts of having schools weree prepared. Lo
ocation of
these schools was arouund mosques, bazaars,
b
residdential areas an
nd sometimes, squares.
The econnomic and social
s
status of the bazaaar and the people
p
workiing in bazaaars, which caame from
business--productive ciities’ economiic infrastructuure, and their connection an
nd relation w
with social and
d religious
centers, eespecially withh mosques, were
w the reasonn that religiou
us schools cou
uld as much aas possible hav
ve a place
in bazaarrs. Location of
o schools in bazaars,
b
moree than anythin
ng, tended to be next to moosques and ciity centers
(Sultanzaadeh, 2006).
From thiss time forth, education
e
took
k place in schhools. Schoolss were located
d next to mosqques and weree a source,
not only ffor students buut also for thee whole society
ty and provideed a vase area of services annd activities fo
or people.
Further, iin Safavid erra (1501-1732
2) education sstill took place in schoolss. School builldings were near
n
to or
separate ffrom mosquess. Schools were a part of soociety and nott separate from
m it. Buildingg schools was at its own
peak duriing Safavaid era,
e that it is saaid there weree fifty-seven schools
s
in Isfaahan (Kiani, 20000).
Shia com
ming to powerr and Safavid’’s hold on culltural and thou
ugh foundatio
ons occur at thhe same time, in a way
that it cann be said suchh unity betweeen people andd the governm
ment can’t be seen in many eeras. Thereforre, schools
in Isfahaan, became ceenters for tho
ought exchang
nge and empo
owering national unity andd different methods
m
of
different social circles coming togetther were dispplayed. Metho
ods, in which school is form
med next to th
he people,
on the sam
me level with them and the definition of the borders between social circles were nnot visual.
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Figure 2. Chaharbaghh school and surrounding
s
tiissue (Bazaar,, caravanserai)), Isfahan, Saffavid era (170
04-1714)
(Pirnia, 2001)
In some schools, peopple were draw
wn to schoolss and thereforre, routes peo
ople took wouuld be the same as the
seminaryy students’ andd the existencce of many muutual environm
ments, in factt, broadened tthe connection
n between
these twoo atmospheress. The development of the education sy
ystem in this era
e was accom
mpanied by th
he relative
evolutionn of schools. Although nott many archittectural creativity and inno
ovations weree brought out.. The best
model off this architectuure can be seeen in Shah Sulltan Hussein School
S
or Chaarbagh Schooll (SamiAzar, 1997).
1
he education was
w done in tthe schools. The
T school
In the Qaajar (1795-19225) and Pahlaavi periods (1 925-1979), th
building was a part off the city but unlike the prrevious period, it was not related to thee mosques. In
n fact, the
schools w
were separatedd from society
y and was not a part of it. The
T schools in
n the first Pahllavi period weere among
the outstaanding buildinngs of the citties, the builddings that werre the symboll of governme
mental architeccture more
than anytthing and shoowed the decission of the goovernment to generate sociial transformaations. The scchools that
were designed and im
mplemented in
n this period cconverted to models
m
that are
a consideredd in the consttruction of
small or bbig schools foor years all aro
ound the counttry (Kiani, 2000).

Figure 3. Sadr Schooll in Isfahan, Saafavid era (1805-1814)
2.2 Iran C
Contemporaryy Schools
From thee middle of the nineteenth century annd following
g the events of some inteernal and intternational
reformatiion, Iran wentt through a vaast political-soocial transform
mation. The deepest
d
and m
most persistentt aspect of
this transsformation waas the culturall aspect. And eventually leed to disfavor towards the ttraditional arcchitecture.
Reformattions in humanns’ lives in modern times hhave affected all
a social orgaanisms, such aas the educatio
on system.
The resullt of this process was distan
ncing from traaditional patteerns and increasing approacch to an embo
odiment of
western ccultures such as
a using the modern
m
educatiion system.
Modernisst tendencies, which had aff
ffected the fiellds of architeccture and educcation, providded the requireements for
modern sschools to apppear. Nowadaays, educationn still takes place
p
in schoo
ols. School buuildings are part
p of the
27
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society buut its functionns are done independently aand have no reelation with th
he society. Sch
chools are sepaarate from
society, aand not a part of
o it.
In the firrst years of thhe twentieth-ceentury, the cirrcumstance were
w
completely susceptiblee, and eventuaally a new
season off education caame. The new education sy stem had two fundamental features, whiich extinguish
hed it from
the tradittional educatioon system: 1- distancing frrom religious origins, 2-weestern approacch (Alagheban
nd, 2017).
School buuildings with the traditionaal pattern weree completely put
p aside and a new form oof schools witth western
architectuure came abouut. Therefore, a new definnition of the educational
e
en
nvironment annd its physicaal features
was form
med and designning schools was
w done baseed on new priinciples. The most importan
ant reform in the
t history
of construucting schoolss in Iran was the
t substitutioon of hallwayss instead of ceentral courtyarrds in the scho
ools of the
last centuury in Iran. Thhese reformations were, in ffact, the end of traditional school patternss and the beginning of a
new methhod of designning schools. This
T reform, iin fact, is the disestablishm
ment of conceppts of subjecttivism, the
central coourtyard and the
t traditional hierarchy in tthe formation of environmeents in school (SamiAzar, 2000).
The truthh is that, throuugh historical and cultural rreformations, that
t led to sch
hools architectture transform
mation and
distancingg from tradittional pattern
ns, there has not been an
ny deliberate thought abouut the necesssities of a
constructtive educationnal environmen
nt. With this iideology, the physical
p
envirronment of thee new educatiion system
is no diffe
ferent than a coontainer of no
on-living thinggs and there iss no place for dynamic movvements in it (SamiAzar,
(
1997).
o the needs of students and
a adapting the learning environment with new
Althoughh excellent deesigns based on
training m
methods and educational
e
tecchnology havee been the task
k of this instittution, severall designs of scchools that
have ignoored the climaatic characteristics and stylee of architectu
ure of a region
n were construucted by this institution.
i
Most of tthe school prooduced by thiss intuition in ddifferent areass and cities with different cclimates and needs
n
have
the same physical shappe. The definition of each sspace in schoo
ol has no identity, only the classroom is important,
i
because iit is the place where learnin
ng happens; thhe courtyard in
n schools is valued the leasst. There are no
n specific
differencees between thhe design of public
p
and priivate, disabled
d children, an
nd new villagge schools. Th
hey are all
patternedd after the sam
me classroom based model.. They are all patterned aftter the same cclassroom bassed model.
This cellss and bells moodel is the com
mmon model ffor controlling
g children the corridors proovide the adultts with the
most conntrol. Students leaving the classrooms
c
havve nowhere to
o go because the
t courtyard and the whole building
are easilyy controlled. In
I schools theere are no spac
aces like the semi open space of the balccony in the old schools.
All educaational activitties are perforrmed only in tthe classroom
m, sciences lab
bs and sport hhalls. In fact the lack of
collaboraation between architects, plaanners, emplooyers, parents,, teachers and especially thee children hass led to the
same proojects to beingg created with
hout any innoovative concep
pts and ideas in the processs of designin
ng (Irvani,
2020).

Figure 4. An example of modern schhools (Ghasem
mi, Hamzenejad, & Meshkiini, 2019)
(The archhitecture of thhe building is different frrom that of trraditional schools, meaningg that, it has a greater
tendency to be in shapee of a rectangle; in this periiod, introversiion is less wellcomed and neew structures tend to be
more extrraverted, and as a result, cen
ntral courtyarrds are replaceed with linear structures)
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Table 1. The comparison between the traditional and modern school spaces in Iran (Authors)
Elements

Traditional school (820-1925)

Modern school (1925-2021)

School’s parts

chamber, classrooms, Shabestan
(praying halls), porch, dome,
courtyard, library

Classrooms, hallways, courtyard

Location of functional and
environmental elements

4 directions around the courtyard

Classes in rows along the hallway

Using natural elements

Waterscape and green landscape

Environmental features

the close relationship between
the texture around and neighboring
with important centers
hosting local residents
entry in harmony with texture
and proper for passers-by

Function
Relations and access

The relationship between inside
and outside

Open and semi-open space
function

Educational, religious, political and
social
Through courtyard, porch, and
stoops
being able to be in dome,
porch, chamber, courtyard
appropriate and various spaces
for gathering, discussion and
teamwork
-

Education
Social and religious
Giving access to various spaces

Open space without any natural
elements
- Elements with no relation
with neighboring
buildings
- No relation with local
residents
- Particular entry with, in
opposition with texture
and no relation with
passers-by
Educational
Through hallways
- Enclosed space of the
classrooms
- Educating directly, regularly and
monotonous and passive students
- Forming rows and regulating
entry to classrooms
- Entertainment and sports
- Not providing access

3. Results
3.1 The Principles that Could Be Taught from Iran Traditional Schools
The reason why we evaluated traditional schools is to achieve persistent architectural principles for the
betterment of today’s educational environments’ designs. By studying and knowing Islamic schools’ architecture,
we can find out its advantages and use its successful pattern in harmony with today’s need and modern methods
of designing. Extracting Islamic schools’ architectural patterns provides an opportunity for modern architecture
to conform to the persistent traditional form of architecture, which would lead to designing desirable modern
schools. Of course in the past, the Islamic education system was often teacher-student based and focused more
on activities such as discussions and sermons. Therefore, the variety of activities and behaviors at schools was
limited. But today, with science advancing and new techniques and methods of education, behaviors at schools
have become various. Schools need different open and enclosed spaces, in order to increase opportunities for
experiencing and learning. Thus, in formulating modern schools’ designing principles, in addition to conforming
to persistent Islamic architecture, we should pay attention, particularly to modern educational needs. Some of the
Islamic schools’ feature will be discussed further.
3.1.1 Flexibility
Reformations in the different functions of schools in the Islamic era and the combination of the educational
environment with religious, political, social approaches, are proof themselves, that flexibility has been part of the
whole fabric and functions of schools during the course of history.
The body of traditional schools’ architecture shows that the location of residence and education being the same,
living around classmates and schoolmates, mosques being inside schools and using mosques’ spaces as a part of
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educational space, would give life, dynamic, and vitality to schools’ environments (Yazdanfar, Khanmohammadi,
& Darwish, 2014).
The first and main function of Islamic schools was sermon and discussion; therefore, the columns in Shabestans,
benches, and porches in schools have been appropriate elements in forming circles of sermons and discussions.
In traditional schools, the evolution of the idea of semi-open spaces, which in different seasons would be used as
a place for teaching, and if needed, the courtyard would be connected to it too, is perfectly visible. Using such
environments for education benefited from three main traditional education system’s features. The porches, due
to their own spatial features, seemed appropriate for both of the aforementioned functions. Second, the materials
of education and their contents were useful to both high-level students and beginners. Students’ participation in
some sermons, by choice, which was not necessarily on their curriculum, required a space like porches, so that
students could easily gather around or leave. Such function required open and expandable space, good examples
of which are porches. Third, schools’ environments were not completely closed and did not only belong to
students, and people, especially on special religious occasions, could freely participate. Under these
circumstances, the courtyard, connecting to the porch, could host the mass of listeners (SamiAzar, 2000).
In a school such as Madar Shah in Isfahan, on one hand due to being not only an educational environment, but
also a place of worship, and on the other hand because of waqf documents emphasizing on the environment
being public, the environment and functions of the school were not separate from society and social life, but
having functions such as caravanserai and bazaar around it also emphasize this point and show the underlying
importance of schools as multi-purpose buildings in the texture of the city (Hajebi & Arzhmand, 2011).
While modern schools’ environments have the least relation with open space and are neither expandable nor
flexible. Open modern educational space is not capable of delivering an effective and constructive space, which
positively affects education. In the modern era, school patterns consist of classrooms organized in rows and
monotonous plan of the classrooms, straight-line formations and monotonous placement of windows in the
facade and desks in the classrooms and direct, regulated and monotonous method of delivering the lessons, based
on the students’ passive behaviors, only classrooms can provide the most appropriate circumstances for
education. In fact, open space, a landscape without any positive active educational function, is only a place to
have discipline at the time of entry or exit, entertainment, getting away from the pressure of education in the
classrooms and since movement, dynamic, and enthusiasm, in there, are aimless, it cannot have an educational
role or function.
3.1.2 Central Courtyard and the Presence of Natural Elements in It
The central courtyard has been a dominant element in most of the Islamic cities (Aminzadeh, 2000). Traditional
schools’ patterns in Iran show a continuous and active educational function in central courtyards (SamiAzar,
2000). In these schools, courtyard plays a fundamental role in forming spaces and defining students’ behaviors,
and based on this, creates a garden-like variety in the school’s courtyard by using pools, gardens, and trees
(Kianmehr & Taghvanjad, 2011).
Presence of waterscapes and green landscapes in the central courtyard played an important role. Usually, in
central courtyards, there are gardens, filled with different flowers and trees, and also pools and small shallow
swimming pools, which in addition to illumination, by creating shadows and relatively increasing the humidity
(Bonine, 1980), would help improve the conditions in the central courtyard and also would be a natural cooling
system. Central courtyards in traditional schools, such as Sultan Hussein school in Isfahan, also known as Madar
or Charbagh School has created a great force in creating such vital environment, filled with human interaction, it
has been able to turn a school into a social center and higher than that, to human society (SamiAzar, 2000).
Creek passing through the courtyard and sycamores in Madar Shah School make this building vital and instill the
sense of perambulation throughout the city (Kianmehr & Taghvanjad, 2011). The most important bodily
transformation in the modern era is the substitution of courtyards with hallways. This transformation was, in fact,
the end to traditional schools’ pattern and the beginning of designing schools in a new way, which has now
become a principle in Iran. This transformation, in fact, is the disestablishment of concepts of subjectivism, the
central courtyard and the traditional hierarchy in the formation of environments in school. In the schools of the
second Pahlavi era (1941-1979), due to using residential buildings like schools, the courtyards in schools turned
into an asphalt-covered space with a few sports equipment.
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Figure 55. An examplee of the moderrn schools’ coourtyards, is an
n asphalt-coveered space witth a few entertainment
equipment
Courtyardd in modern schools,
s
in op
pposition withh traditional scchools, is not supposed to pprovide studeents with a
happy annd spiritual spaace, and are only
o
defined aas open physiccal space. Theerefore, in oppposition with traditional
t
schools, where the coourtyard was surrounded with the building, in modern schools,, the main building
b
is
surroundeed by neighbooring courtyarrds. This transsformation, in fact, is organizing empty aand full spacess, which is
visible inn modern schhools. The neew discipline, believes thaat classic educcation mostlyy took place inside the
building and open andd semi-open spaces
s
do nott have an imp
portant place in it. For succh function, an
a interior
hallway, as a connectoor between sp
paces, seems more logicall than an exteerior courtyarrd and this ap
pproach is
regularly repeated in designing mod
dern schools (S
SamiAzar, 200
00).

Figuree 6. Presence of waterscapees and green laandscapes in traditional
t
sch
hools’ courtyarrds, Sheikh ull-Islam
3.1.3 Annnular Formatioon of Classroo
oms
The tradiitional system
m, in which students wouldd sit in circlees, is a proceess based on the discussio
on (Rezaei
Esfahani,, 1997). Discuussion consideers education a process, whiich is based on
n people’s acttion and reactiion, which
by simpliification of leearning, leads to better skillls and knowlledge transfer and generaliz
ization. Since courtyard
and porchhes in traditioonal schools could
c
very weell provide ap
ppropriate and
d various spacces for peoplee to gather
together, the possibilityy to have disccussions and eencourage team
mwork played
d an educationnal role. This method of
teaching, instead of being
b
teacher--based like m
modern metho
od, was form
med based onn students’ activity and
teamworkk, and perhapps it is safe to say, that onee of the imporrtant factors in
n students’ edducational pro
ogress was
this methhod of teachingg, called Circle. Reasons foor using this method
m
can bee named as suuch: physical limitations
l
of educattion, subjectivve character of
o the form oof circle and emphasis on multi-aspect discussions and
a group
discussions (Khosrowjerdi, Mokram
mDoust, & Zogghi, 2012).
nter between m
modernity and
d traditions im
mmediately w
was drawn to education.
Since midd-Qajarids eraa, the encoun
Among ppioneers of moodern educatio
on, Mirza Hasssan Rushdie tried
t
the most. He brought uup two importtant topics
in modernn education, which
w
still perrsist to this daay: 1. New claassroom envirronment and itts formation, in straight
rows of students (Kaasravi, 1965) and 2. Learnning based on
o spelling allphabet (Roshhdiye, 1983).. But this
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transformation eventually led to a general method of teaching, by teachers’ demonstration and explanation, in
which students would sit in front of the teacher and would rarely be asked to participate actively (Sadiq, 1931).
Therefore, the answering method replaced circle and group discussion method and what was happening was all
based on memorization. Since the materials in this method would be received through only two channels of
vision and hearing, therefore the physical educational space can only be a closed space, such as a classroom in its
common form (SamiAzar, 2000).
3.1.4 The Process of Transformation of Inside and Outside Relation
In the past most of the schools in Iran were formed following the subjective pattern of the central courtyard,
which is surrounded by two-story porticos and behind these porticos, there were students’ rooms. Four
semi-open porches also with taller arches on four sides of the courtyard would be used for gathering together for
speeches and discussion circles. This pattern provided a calm environment for teaching and studying, and at the
same time creating a strong and effective relationship between the closed space and the courtyard, using
semi-open spaces (Azemati, Aminifar, & Pourbagher, 2016).
The relation between open and semi-open spaces in Iranian schools during Safavid’s era, led to efficient relation
between education and nature; in which, porches and stoops in front of chambers, were some of the effective
factors in forming this relationship and made access to open space possible, created flexibility and the
opportunity for social interactions. These interactions, which were in harmony with Iranian culture, were the
cultural transferring factors to users. According to the relationship between education in traditional Iranian
schools and body of space, the placement of open and enclosed space next to each other played an effective and
active role in improving the quality of the educational environment, variety, flexibility, and increasing social
interactions. Porches, as an intermediate space between courtyards (garden) and classrooms and chambers, were
a safe haven for interactions and information transfer in schools, are also of importance. As a result, it can be
said that in Iranian schools, educational environment and courtyard played an important role in transferring local
culture.
In the modern era, the emphasis of designs is mostly on empty spaces in schools; in a way that today, there is an
addition to school buildings, called courtyard, but this courtyard does not carry any educational responsibilities
and is not a part of classrooms and there is no special curriculum defined for it. In fact, the school’s courtyard is
merely a place for entertainment and regular learning takes place in classrooms, which is a result of conservative
ideology of teaching and has three feature: considers games a non-educational activity and as a result considers
courtyard an entertainment environment, strong emphasis on the entertainment aspect of school’s courtyard, and
extreme emphasis on the element of discipline during the process of education (SamiAzar, 2000).
4. Discussion and Conclusion
The current problem of our schools, is the lack of spatial quality in their architecture and substitution of other
elements, in comparison with traditional schools. This means in the modern architecture of schools, qualities
seen in traditional schools, are not present and instead other elements have replaced them. Nowadays, the
education system in our country mostly can be realized in the inner environment and following this, education
certainly takes place in an enclosed space. This certainty in historical traditions of educational environments is
not seen often.
Architectural pattern of modern schools consists of straight rows and monotonous plan of classrooms,
monotonous rows of windows in the façade and straight and monotonous rows of desks in the classrooms and
combination of parallel rows, which form the image of a series of straight lines to move between them, which
naturally creates a space, which is not only unattractive and not interesting to children, but also is dull and
frustrating for them (SamiAzar, 1997). Basically, linear rows are opposed to the students’ spiritual conditions. In
traditional classrooms, where students’ chairs were put in an orderly fashion in front of each other and the
teacher’s desk was put in front of the class, everyone’s focus was on the teacher and the relation between
students was limited. This discipline and arrangement, while the teacher is teaching something to the whole class,
might be favorable, but ruins the opportunity to learn from classmates and have teamwork (Zeinali Dehshiri,
2010).
On the other hand, courtyards in modern schools, in opposition to traditional schools, neither have central
location nor are the heart of the school. In fact, the courtyard is an entertainment environment, which separates
the school building from the neighboring buildings and therefore, by no means is a positive space with an active
function. Modern education system mostly takes place inside the building and the courtyards are neither a happy
space with trees, flowers, and garden nor any educational activity takes place there. In fact, the courtyard is a
place to get away from the pressure of education in the classrooms and probably a place, to control and instill
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discipline during entry and exit. Therefore, the courtyard is not at all considered an educational environment and
no equipment in there is allocated for education (Radmard & Saremi, 1996).
What nowadays is used as educational environment patter for the body of schools has no advantages or progress,
compared to the first experiences during the past century, therefore, current architecture of our schools is as far
away from origins and traditional values, as from creative and progressive understanding about educational
environments. Before the appearance of these patterns, architecture, and education system, especially during
Safavid’s era, were so powerful and advanced, that can be considered as the most complete and coherent idea of
general education in Iran (SamiAzar, 2000).
Unfortunately, in most school buildings, users’ needs are not paid attention to. This lack of attention has negative
effects on the users and interrupts the process of growth and learning. If the arrangement of the school is formed
based on the student’s needs, the conditions for individual and collective learning will be met. On the other hand,
designing favorable schools should be based on persistent architecture. Since the relation between traditional and
modern architecture is almost lost, it is essential that by finding Islamic architectural principles and using them
in designs, give life to persistent architectural traditions again. Thus, using patterns in traditional Iranian schools
architecture along with modern educational discoveries about natural environments’ possibilities can lead to the
betterment of these places for different educational goals for children.
4.1 Effects of Designing and Constructing Traditional Schools on the Quality of the Educational Environment
They Can Provide for Modern Schools
-

Taking people’s needs and closeness between society and schools into consideration: the fact that bazaar
was what held the city together and schools were built in the bazaar, is the important secret of people of
knowledge close to the people and their livelihood needs. Students and teachers directly and daily
interacted with people and directly answered their needs.

-

Schools financing by people: the collective need of people and school and locational cohesion was the
reason that school’s finances were covered through the bazaar. While if this relationship did not exist,
education would not survive and would not grow.

-

Different methods of its modern realization: nowadays the need for cohesion in science, industry, and
business, more than before, shows that one of the priorities of the evolution of science is its site
selection in the fields of industry and business.

4.2 Bodily Patterns of Traditional Schools in the Betterment of the Quality of Persistent Social Schools and the
Study of the Feasibility of Modern Patterning from Them
-

Different bodily arrangements for underlying students’ social unity and scientific synergy, instead of
destructive competition. Emphasis on general space through central courtyard pattern and small alleys
in front of students’ rooms encouraged discussion and communication between students.

-

Nowadays in designing educational environments, sometimes, due to wrong policies about local peace,
mutual social spaces have become mostly places for moving through and individualism is preferred
over collectivism. General place, when located in space according to naturalistic emphasis, provides
required conditions to attract viewers from neighboring residential and educational spaces. Also the
combination of educational and residential and worship environments next to each other, provides the
required conditions for students in all fields to coexist, which in some new educational centers have not
been given the necessary attention but can lead to strengthening universality among students.
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